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Infrared Modified Gravity with Dynamical Torsion
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We continue the recent study of the possibility of constructing a consistent infrared modifi-
cation of gravity by treating the vierbein and connection as independent dynamical fields.
We present the generalized Fierz–Pauli equation that governs the propagation of a massive
spin-2 mode in a model of this sort in the backgrounds of arbitrary torsionless Einstein
manifolds. We show explicitly that the number of propagating degrees of freedom in these
backgrounds remains the same as in flat space-time. This generalizes the recent result that
the Boulware–Deser phenomenon does not occur in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds.
We find that, at least for weakly curved backgrounds, there are no ghosts in the model. We
also briefly discuss the interaction of sources in flat background.
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1 Introduction and summary
The possibility that gravity may get modified at large distances attracts considerable in-
terest, which is motivated, in particular, by the accelerated expansion of the Universe.
Deforming General Relativity in the infrared is, however, not at all easy. The problems
one has to worry about are well understood in the context of the Fierz–Pauli theory [1] of
massive graviton. Already at the linearized level about Minkowski background, the Fierz–
Pauli gravity exhibits the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity [2, 3], which, taken at
face value, implies that the theory deviates from General Relativity even at short distances.
Below the Vainshtein radius, however, non-linear effects become important [4] and, in fact,
these effects may cure the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov problem [5]. The disaster occurs in
curved backgrounds, where an extra, Boulware–Deser propagating mode shows up [6, 7, 8],
over and beyond the five modes of massive graviton. This extra mode has ghost kinetic
term and makes the theory unacceptable.
There are various theories that pretend to be free of at least some of the above prob-
lems. These include theories which deform General Relativity in backgrounds other than
Minkowski [9, 10, 11], theories with extra dimensions [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] (for a review
see Ref. [17]) and theories with broken Lorentz-invariance [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] (for a re-
view see Ref. [23]). Yet another option is to consider theories whose independent fields
are both vierbein and connection and whose Lagrangians contain terms quadratic in cur-
vature as well as mass terms for the torsion field. Some theories of the latter type have
both massless and massive spin-2 modes in the spectrum about Minkowski background
and nevertheless are free of pathologies (ghosts or tachyons) at the linearized level in this
background [24, 25, 26, 27].
It is worth noting that theories with dynamical vierbein and connection may be viewed as
gauge theories 2 with spontaneously broken local Lorentz invariance [30, 31]. This viewpoint
opens up a possibility of unification of gravity with the Yang–Mills theory [32, 33, 34]. We
will not pursue this approach and concentrate on degrees of freedom describing dynamical
space-time geometry itself.
Once a geometrical theory has a massive spin-2 mode at the linearized level in Minkowski
background, a question arises of whether or not this theory has the Boulware–Deser mode
in curved backgrounds. Recently, this question has been addressed [35] in the context of
2Vierbein and connection as gauge fields of the Poincare group have been introduced by Kibble [28] and
studied extensively by Hehl and collaborators. For a historical review and references to earlier work see
Ref. [29]. Our point here is to study the possibility of a consistent infrared modification of gravity.
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one of the models of Refs. [24, 25, 26, 27]. The analysis in Ref. [35] has been restricted
to de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds. The result has been encouraging, as it has
been found that there are no Boulware–Deser modes in these backgrounds. In this paper
we extend the analysis to arbitrary Einstein backgrounds with vanishing torsion and show
that the Boulware–Deser mode does not appear in this more general case as well. If the
curvature of the background is sufficiently small, propagating modes are neither ghosts nor
tachyons. Hence, our analysis supports the conjecture of Ref. [35] that the model is healthy
at least for sufficiently weak fields.
As a by-product, we identify the field that reduces to the massive spin-2 field as the
curvature of the background is switched off, and obtain the equation for this field that serves
as a generalization of the Fierz–Pauli equation to arbitrary Einstein backgrounds.
In the end of this paper we consider the interation of sources in our model at the
linearized level in Minkowski background. We rederive the result of Refs. [25] that within
the appropriate range of parameters, there are no ghosts or tachyons. The interaction
between symmetric and conserved energy-momentum tensors is mediated by both massless
and massive spin-2 fields, the relative strength depending on the parameters of the model.
In this sense our model is indeed an infrared-modified gravity. The interaction due to
massive spin-2 field does exhibit the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity. We leave
for future study the questions of whether the Vainshtein phenomenon occurs in our model,
and if so, whether it cures the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov problem.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the model, its field equations and
the Einstein manifold solutions in section 2. In section 3 we discuss the behaviour of
vector components of the torsion field in the Einstein backgrounds. The results of section 3
have been already obtained in Ref. [35]; we present them for completeness and later use.
Section 4 contains the main results of this paper. In section 4.1 we derive the equation that
the massive tensor field perturbations obey in the Einstein backgrounds. This equation
may be viewed as a generalization of the Fierz–Pauli equation. We then proceed to show
that in arbitrary Einstein backgrounds, this equation describes five propagating modes, the
right number for massive spin-2 field. We begin in section 4.2 by counting the number
of constraints — equations that contain time derivatives of at most first order — among
the ten equations constituting the generalized Fierz–Pauli system. We find that there are
five such constraints, which suggests that there are indeed five propagating modes. In
section 4.3 we make use of the Stu¨ckelberg formalism to confirm this result and show that
at least in weakly curved backgrounds, neither of the propagating modes is a ghost. We
note, however, that the ghost problem may reappear in backgrounds of sufficiently high
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curvature. Finally, in section 5 we study the linearized theory with sources in Minkowski
background and obtain both the fields induced by the sources and the action that describes
the interaction of the sources. Some of the results of this section are contained in Ref. [25];
however, our emphasis will be different. We conclude in section 6 by discussing directions
for future studies.
2 The model
2.1 Action
We follow the notations of Refs. [24, 25, 26, 35] and denote the vierbein by eiµ and the
connection by Aijµ = −Ajiµ, where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the space-time
and tangent space indices, respectively. We often use the tangent space basis, in which the
indices are raised and lowered by the Minkowski metric ηij . The connection can be viewed
as an O(1, 3) gauge field. It is conveniently decomposed as follows,
Aijk ≡ Aijµeµk =
1
2
(Tijk − Tjik − Tkij + Cijk − Cjik − Ckij) , (1)
where
Cijk = e
µ
j e
ν
k(∂µeiν − ∂νeiµ) = −Cikj
is constructed from vierbein and Tijk = −Tikj is the torsion tensor. The latter can in turn
be decomposed into its irreducible components under the local O(1, 3) group,
Tijk =
2
3
(tijk − tikj) + 1
3
(ηijvk − ηikvj) + εijklal (2)
where the field tijk is symmetric with respect to the interchange of i and j and satisfies the
cyclic and trace identities,
tijk + tjki + tkij = 0, η
ijtijk = 0, η
iktijk = 0
The 24 independent components of Tijk break up into 4 components of vi, 4 components of
ai and 16 independent components of tijk.
The curvature, as usual in gauge theories, is defined by
Fijmn = e
µ
me
ν
n(∂µAijν − ∂νAijµ +AikµAkjν −AikνAkjµ)
The model studied in this paper, as well as in Ref. [35], is defined by the action
S =
∫
d4x e (LF + LT ) ,
4
where e = det eiµ,
LF = c1F + c2 + c3FijF
ij + c4FijF
ji + c5F
2 + c6(εijklF
ijkl)2
and
LT = α
(
tijkt
ijk − vivi + 9
4
aia
i
)
,
with
Fjl = η
ikFijkl, F = η
jkFjk, ε · F = εijklF ijkl . (3)
Here c1, . . . , c6 are “coupling constants” obeying, apart from sign restrictions, the only
condition
c3 + c4 + 3c5 = 0 .
In what follows, three combinations of these parameters will be used,
α˜ = α+
2
3
c1 (4)
Λ = − c2
6c1
. (5)
κ = 2Λ +
α˜
2c5
(6)
By appearance, the term LF has the form of kinetic term for the connection (plus the
cosmological constant term c2), while LT is torsion mass term.
We note in passing that the Lagrangian LT does not explicitly break local O(1, 3) in-
variance, so the entire action is invariant under both local frame rotations and general
coordinate transformations. For c2 = 0, the model admits Minkowski space-time as a solu-
tion of the field equations. In that case, the local O(1, 3) invariance is spontaneously broken
by the background value of the vierbein field, cf. Refs. [30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
The model with c2 = 0 is free of ghosts and tachyons in Minkowski background provided
the parameters satisfy certain inequalities [24, 25, 26, 27], which in our notations read
c1 > 0 , c5 < 0 , c6 > 0 , α < 0 , α˜ > 0 . (7)
Non-vanishing value of c2 enables one to have de Sitter or anti-de Sitter solution with
vanishing torsion in this model, with cosmological constant equal to Λ. In the latter case,
the requirement of the absence of tachyons imposes one more condition [35], c5κ > 0, i.e.,
α˜ > −4Λc5 . (8)
Since c5 < 0, the latter condition is non-trivial for positive Λ. Once the above conditions
are satisfied, the theory is healthy in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds [35].
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2.2 Field equations
There are two sets of field equations in our model. One consists of the gravitational field
equations obtained by varying the action with respect to vierbein,
c1Fji + c3(F
m
iFmj − FjmniFmn) + c4(FmiFjm − FjmniFnm) + 2c5FjiF
+2c6εkmnjF
kmn
i(εrpqsF
rpqs) + (Dk + vk)Fijk +Hij − 1
2
ηij(LF + LT ) = 0 (9)
where
Fijk = α
[
(tijk − tikj)− (ηijvk − ηikvj)− 3
4
εijkla
l
]
Hij = TmniF
mn
j − 1
2
TjmnFi
mn
and Di is the covariant derivative with respect to the connection Aijk. Note that these
equations have both symmetric and antisymmetric parts.
By varying the action with respect to the connection Aijµ one finds another set of
equations,
c3
{
ηik(Dm +
2
3
vm)F
jm − ηjk(Dm + 2
3
vm)F
im − (Di + 2
3
vi)F jk + (Dj +
2
3
vj)F ik
}
+c4
{
ηik(Dm +
2
3
vm)F
mj − ηjk(Dm + 2
3
vm)F
mi − (Di + 2
3
vi)F kj + (Dj +
2
3
vj)F ki
}
+c5
{
ηik(Dj +
2
3
vj)F − ηjk(Di + 2
3
vi)F
}
+ 4c6
{
εijkm(Dm +
2
3
vm)(ε · F )
}
−
(
4
3
tk[mn] + ε
k
mnpa
p
){
c3(η
imF jn − ηjmF in) + c4(ηimFnj − ηmjFni)
+2c5η
imηjnF + 2c6ε
ijkm(ε · F )
}
+H ijk = 0 (10)
where
Hijk = −α˜(tkij − tkji) + α˜(ηkivj − ηkjvi)− 3α˜
2
εijkla
l
Equations (9) and (10) are not completely independent because of the Bianchi identity. In
a theory with torsion, this identity reads
DkFijlm + T
n
klFijmn + cyclic (klm) = 0 (11)
Contracting this identity one obtains
DiFij − 1
2
DjF = T
i
kjF
k
i +
1
2
T iklF
kl
ji (12)
We will see that these identities provide useful constraints in the linearized theory.
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2.3 Einstein backgrounds
Let us consider torsion-free backgrounds. For vanishing torsion, the curvature tensor and
its contractions reduce to the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar, Fijkl =
Rijkl, Fij = Rij and F = R, respectively. By inspecting eq. (9) one finds that it is satisfied
for the Einstein manifolds. The Riemann tensor for these manifolds has the following form
Rijkl = Λ(ηikηjl − ηilηjk) +Wijkl,
where the Weyl tensor Wijkl has all symmetries of the Riemann tensor and is traceless in
all pairs of indices. One then has
Rij = 3Ληij , R = 12Λ .
Using these properties one finds that eq. (9) reduces to the relationship (5) between Λ and
coupling constants. Equation (10) is satisfied for the Einstein manifolds automatically.
An important property of the Weyl tensor of the Einstein manifolds follows from the
Bianchi identity, namely
∇iWijkl = 0
We will repeatedly make use of this property in what follows.
3 Linearized theory in Einstein backgrounds: pseudovector
ai and vector vi
One of the main purposes of this paper is to study field perturbations about general torsion-
free Einstein backgrounds. The analysis of pseudovector ai and vector vi has been performed
in Ref. [35] where is has been shown that the vector field vi does not have its own propagating
modes, while the pseudovector field ai is a gradient, and its longitudinal part obeys the
massive Klein–Gordon equation. These properties are exactly the same as in the theory
about Minkowski background. For the sake of completeness and presentation of useful
formulas, we recapitulate the analysis here.
We do not use special notation for the background objects, unless there is a risk of an
ambiguity; the subscript (1) refers to linearized perturbations. The torsion components
vanish for our backgrounds, and we do not label their perturbations by the subscript (1).
To study the fields vi and ai, it suffices to consider certain combinations of the full
equations (9) and (10). We begin with the antisymmetric part of the gravitational equation
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(9) whose complete form is
c1F[ji] +
c4
2
(FmiFjm − FmjFim)− 1
2
(Fj
mn
i − Fimnj)(c3Fmn + c4Fnm)
+2c5F[ji]F + c6(εkmnjF
kmn
i − εkmniF kmnj)(εrpqsF rpqs)
+(Dk + vk)F[ij]k +H[ij] = 0 . (13)
By linearizing this equation about the Einstein background, one obtains
(c1 − 4Λc3)F(1)[ji] −∇kF(1)[ji]k − (c3 − c4)Wj [mn]iF(1)[mn] = 0 . (14)
where ∇ denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the background metric. By lin-
earizing Fij defined in (3) one finds the following explicit expression for the antisymmetric
part
F(1)[ji] = −
2
3α
∇kF[ji]k (15)
Hence, eq. (14) is an algebraic equation for F(1)[ij] whose only solution is
F(1)[ij] = 0 (16)
This result simplifies all other equations.
Now, let us write the curl of the torsion equation (10). Namely, we contract eq. (10)
with εijkl to find the complete curl equation,
(c3 − c4)εlijkDiF jk − 12c6Dl(ε · F )− 2
3
εijkltn
ik(c3F
jn + c4F
nj)− 8c6vl(ε · F )
−2
3
(c3 − c4)εijklviF jk − 2(c3Fjl + c4Flj)aj + 2
9
α˜al = 0 (17)
Substituting (16) into eq. (17) and using the fact that ε ·F = 6∇iai we obtain the following
linearized equation for al,
8c6∇l(∇ · a)−
(
2Λc5 +
α˜
2
)
al = 0 (18)
This equation shows that the pseudovector field is a gradient, al = ∇lσ. Its longitudinal
part obeys the Klein-Gordon equation
(
∇2 − c5κ
8c6
)
σ = 0 (19)
where κ is defined in (6). The spin zero field σ has healthy kinetic term and is not a tachyon
provided that the inequality (8) is satisfied. The mass of this field coincides with the flat
space result when Λ = 0.
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It is worth noting that using the explicit form of the right hand side of eq. (15) and the
fact that al is a gradient, one obtains from eq. (16) the following constraint
∇ktk[mn] = ∇[mvn] (20)
This constraint already suggests that at least some components of the field vi are not
independent.
In fact, the entire field vi is not dynamical by itself, as it can be expressed through the
tensor tijk. To see this, one makes use of the trace of the torsion equation. For obtaining
its general form, one contracts eq. (10) with ηjk and finds
−3c5
(
DjF
(ij) − 1
2
DiF
)
+ (c3 − c4)DjF [ij] − 2c5
(
vjF
(ij) − 1
2
viF
)
+ (c3 − c4)DjF [ij]
+
2
3
(c3 − c4)viF [ij] − 3c5ti(jn)F(jn) +
1
3
(c3 − c4)ti[jn]F[jn]
− 1
2
(c3 − c4)εijnlalF[jn] + 6c6ai(ε · F ) +
3
2
α˜vi = 0 (21)
Now, one substitutes F[ij] = 0 in the linearized version of this equation and finds
(
DjF
ij − 1
2
DiF
)
(1)
= κvi (22)
The left hand side of eq. (22) vanishes for vanishing torsion, so it is proportional to torsion
at the linearized level. To obtain the explicit expression one makes use of the Bianchi
identity (12). Linearizing this identity in the Einstein background, one finds
(
DiFij − 1
2
DjF
)
(1)
= 2Λvj +
1
2
T iklW
kl
ji
so that eq. (22) becomes
vi =
4c5
3α˜
Wijklt
j[kl] (23)
Hence, the vector field vi is not an independently propagating field, exactly as in the flat
space.
4 Spin-2 mode in Einstein backgrounds
4.1 Generalized Fierz–Pauli equation
Let us now derive the equations for propagating tensor perturbations. To this end, we
make use of the results of section 3 and write the liearized gravitational equation (9) in the
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following form,
c1
(
F(1)ij −
1
2
ηijF(1)
)
+∇kF(1)ijk + 3c5WjmniFmn(1) = 0 (24)
Hereafter we treat the field F(1)ij as well as the combination ∇kF(1)ijk as symmetric with
respect to the interchange of indices i and j, see eqs. (15) and (16). The expression for
∇kF(1)ijk is, explicitly,
∇kF(1)ijk = −α
[
3∇ktk(ij) −
1
2
(∇ivj +∇jvi) + ηij∇ · v
]
(25)
The remaining equation is the torsion equation (10) whose linearized version is
∇iF(1)jk −∇jF(1)ik +
1
6
(ηik∇jF(1) − ηjk∇iF(1))
− 1
3
(
2Λ +
α˜
2c5
)[
(ηikvj − ηjkvi) + 4tk[ij]
]
= 0 (26)
Here vi should be expressed in terms of tijk according to (23).
Equation (26) together with eq. (22) may be used to express ti[jk] in terms of F(1)ij ,
tk[ij] =
1
4κ
[(
3∇iF(1)jk − 3∇jF(1)ik
)− (ηik∇lF(1)jl − ηjk∇lF(1)il
)
+
(
ηik∇jF(1) − ηjk∇iF(1)
)]
, (27)
where κ is defined in (6). It is straightforward to check that eq. (20), with ti[jk] and vi
expressed through F(1)ij , is identically satisfied.
Equation (27) determines, in fact, the full tensor tijk in terms of F(1)ij . Indeed, due to
the identities (3), one has
tijk =
2
3
(
ti[jk] + tj[ik]
)
(28)
Substituting this into eq. (25) one obtains
∇lFjkl = − α
4κ
[
6∇2F(1)jk − 3
(
∇j∇lF(1)kl +∇l∇jF(1)kl
)
− 3
(
∇k∇lF(1)jl +∇l∇kF(1)jl
)
+6ηjk∇m∇nF(1)mn − 4ηjk∇2F(1) + 4∇j∇kF(1)
]
(29)
Thus, equation (24) becomes the equation for the field F(1)ij ,
∇kFijk + c1
(
F(1)ij −
1
2
ηijF(1)
)
+ 3c5WjmniF(1)mn = 0 , (30)
where the first term is given by the right hand side of (29).
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Equation (30) is a closed equation for the field F(1)ij , while the fields tijk and vi are
expressed through F(1)ij according to eqs. (27), (28) and (23). One can check that all
equations of the linearized theory are satisfied provided that the field F(1)ij obeys eq. (30).
Equation (30) does not look similar to the Fierz–Pauli equation yet. To write it in a
more familiar way, let us introduce the field
uij = F(1)ij −
1
6
ηijF(1)
Then eq. (30) becomes
∇2uij −∇k∇iukj−∇k∇juki +∇i∇ju+ ηij
(
∇k∇lukl −∇2u
)
+ 6Λ
(
uij − 1
2
ηiju
)
−
(
2Λ +
2κc1
3α
)
(uij − ηiju) +
(
1− 2κc5
α
)
Wilkju
lk = 0 (31)
This equation reduces to the Fierz–Pauli equation in Minkowski background, with the mass
of the spin-2 field given by
m2 =
α˜c1
3αc5
. (32)
So, eq. (31) may be viewed as the generalization of the Fierz–Pauli equation to the Einstein
backgrounds.
Equation (31) has particularly simple form in de Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds
for which Wilkj = 0. In that case the trace and divergence of this equation together with
the equation itself imply that uij has to be traceless and divergence free. We then obtain
the Klein–Gordon equation with the mass given by
M2 = 4Λ
(
1 +
c1
3α
)
+
α˜c1
3αc5
in accord with Ref. [35]. This mass obeys the Higuchi bound [36] provided the inequality
(8) is satisfied.
A remark is in order. Besides the tensor mode propagating according to eq. (31), there
is of course a massless tensor mode. The latter corresponds to perturbations of the vierbein
field with vanishing torsion, and propagates according to the linearized Einstein equations
(written relative to an orthonormal basis of the background geometry), R(1)ij = 0. For this
mode F(1)ij = 0, so eq. (31) is trivially satisfied.
4.2 Counting the number of constraints
Let us show that out of the ten equations satisfied by ten components of uij , five are con-
straints which involve at most first order time derivatives. The remaining five involve at
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most second order time derivatives. This suggests that the field uij describes five propagat-
ing modes, the right number for massive spin-2 field.
Obtaining four out of five constraints is straightforward. Indeed, the divergence of
eq. (31) gives first-order equations,
M˜2∇i(uij − ηiju) =
(
1− 2κc5
α
)
Wjikl∇kuil (33)
where
M˜2 =M2 − 2Λ
These are obviously the four constraints.
To see that there are actually five constraints, let us choose the coordinates in the
background manifold such that the background metric components are g0a = 0 = g
0a,
where a = 1, 2, 3 and g00 = g−100 . Working in coordinate basis rather than orthonormal one
which we have used so far, we perform the (3 + 1)-decomposition of the field components
uµν as well as the field equations. It is straightforward to see that (00)- as well as (a0)-
components of eq. (31) involve at most first order time derivatives. These are the four
constraints corresponding to eq. (33). The (ab)-components of eq. (31) — six equations –
are superficially second order in time. However, one combination of the latter is in fact a
constraint. To see this, let us write the trace of eq. (31),
u =
2κc5 − α
M˜2κc1
Wimkn∇i∇numk (34)
To show that no time derivatives higher than first order enter this equation, we write the
right hand side of this equation in an expanded form,
u =
2κc5 − α
M˜2κc1
Wµλσν∇µ∇νuλσ = 2κc5 − α
M˜2κc1
W 0ab0∇20uab + .... (35)
where dots denote the terms which have at most one time derivative. Now, we substitute
∇20uab from eq. (31) into eq. (35). One can show that the expression for ∇20uab does not
involve any term with more than one ∇0. Thus, the substitution shows that eq. (35) is
indeed another constraint reducing the number of propagating modes from ten to five.
4.3 Stu¨ckelberg treatment
A simple way to isolate the dangerous degrees of freedom is to make use of the Stu¨ckelberg
trick. As an example, this trick enables one to see in rather straightforward manner how the
van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov phenomenon and related effects emerge [37] in the Fierz–Pauli
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theory in Minkowski background, and how the Boulware–Deser ghost mode appears [7, 8]
in that theory in curved backgrounds. Let us make use of the Stu¨ckelberg trick to see that
no Boulware–Deser mode is present in the theory with the field equation (31).
The quadratic action which corresponds to eq. (31) is, up to an overall factor,
S = Sinv + Sm + SW
where
Sinv =
∫
d4x
√−g
{
−1
2
∇kuij∇kuij +∇kuki∇luli −∇kulk∇lu+ 1
2
∇iu∇iu
−Λ
(
uiju
ij +
1
2
u2
)
−Wilkjulkuij
}
(36)
Sm = −M˜
2
2
∫
d4x
√−g (uijuij − u2) (37)
SW = s
∫
d4x
√−g Wikljukluij (38)
Here
s = 1− 2κc5
α
The part (36) of the action is invariant under the gauge transformation
uij = u¯ij +∇iζj +∇jζi (39)
while the terms (37) and (38) are not invariant. To implement the Stu¨ckelberg procedure,
one introduces new fields u¯ij, ξi and φ and writes
uij = u¯ij +∇iξj +∇jξi +∇i∇jφ
Altogether, there are now 15 fields. The theory is invariant under two gauge symmetries,
u¯ij → u¯ij +∇iζj +∇jζi , ξi → ξi − ζi
and
ξi → ξi +∇iψ , φ→ φ− 2ψ (40)
Provided that all fields have kinetic terms quadratic in derivatives, these symmetries elim-
inate 10 degrees of freedom, and there remain 5 propagating modes. It is not at all guar-
anteed, however, that the change of variables (39) does not introduce higher-derivative
terms in the action. A counterexample is given by the Fierz–Pauli gravity in curved back-
grounds: the kinetic term for the field φ has four derivatives (there are terms like (✷φ)2),
and the sixths propagating mode, a ghost, appears in the spectrum [7, 8, 23]; this is the
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way the Boulware–Deser mode is seen in the Stu¨ckelberg formalism. Let us show that this
phenomenon does not occur in our model.
The action Sinv = Sinv(u¯) contains only the field u¯ij and is obviously second order in
derivatives. The change of variables (39) gives rise to the derivative terms in the mass part
of the action,
Sm(u¯, ξ, φ) = −M˜
2
2
∫
d4x
√−g {(∇iξj −∇jξi)(∇iξj −∇jξi)− 2u∇2φ− 3Λ∇iφ∇iφ+ . . .}
(41)
where the contribution proportional to Λ appears in the process of integration by parts, and
dots denote terms with less than two derivatives. The term (38) also contains derivatives,
SW (u¯, ξ, φ) = s
∫
d4x
√−gW iklj {2u¯ij∇k∇lφ +4 [∇i(ξj +∇jφ)] [∇k(ξl +∇lφ)] + . . . }
(42)
The part (41) of the action gives healthy kinetic term for the (gauge fixed) vector field ξi
and provides kinetic mixing between the fields φ and uij. This property is precisely the
same as in the Fierz–Pauli theory in Minkowski background [37]. The sum (Sinv + Sm) can
be diagonalized by the shift of the field (cf. Ref. [37]),
u¯ij → u¯ij + M˜
2
2
ηijφ
As a result, the field φ obtains healthy kinetic term
Sφ = −3
4
M˜2
(
M˜2 − 2Λ
) ∫
d4x
√−g ∇iφ∇iφ
The overall sign here is normal (non-tachyonic), provided that inequality (8) is satisfied.
For the de Sitter or anti-de Sitter background one has Wijkl = 0, so the Stu¨ckelberg
action is clearly second order in derivatives in that case and the fild uij describes five
propagating modes, in agreement with Ref. [35].
In the general Einstein background, the Weyl tensor does not vanish, and the term (42)
looks dangerous, as it appears to contain four derivatives. However, integrating by parts
and using the properties of the Weyl tensor, we write this term in the following form,
SW (u¯, ξ, φ) = s
∫
d4x
√−gW iklj {2u¯ij∇k∇lφ−Wiklm(∇mφ∇jφ+ 4∇mφξj + 2ξjξj) + . . .}
Hence, this term contains in fact at most two derivatives, so the number of propagating
modes remains equal to five. The Boulware–Deser phenomenon is absent in our model, at
least in the Einstein backgrounds.
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In sufficiently weak background fields, when |Wijkl| ≪ M˜2, the mass term Sm dominates
over SW , so the propagating modes are not ghosts. In stronger background fields, the term
SW induces explicit two-derivative term in the action for the field φ, and also extra kinetic
mixing between this field and u¯ij , so there may appear ghost modes. We will comment on
this point in section 6.
5 Interaction between sources in Minkowski background
Let us now consider the linearized theory in Minkowski background and study the interac-
tion between sources. Our purpose here is twofold. First, we will confirm that all modes in
this theory linearized about flat space-time are neither ghosts nor tachyons. Second, we will
see that the interaction between conserved energy-momentum tensors which couple to the
vierbein and do not directly couple to connection is mediated by both massless and massive
spin-2 fields, so our model is indeed an infrared-modified gravity.
Let us denote the sources coupled to the vierbein and connection by Jµi and S
ijµ,
respectively, and introduce the source term in the action,
Ssource =
∫
d4x
(
2hiµJ
µ
i −
1
2
AijµS
ijµ
)
(43)
where hiµ is defined by
eiµ = δ
i
µ + h
i
µ
We will still work with objects like J ij , Sijk, defined by J ij = J iµδjµ, Sijk = Sijµδkµ. Note
that the source J ij in general is not symmetric.
The theory is invariant under linearized local frame rotations and linearized general
coordinate transformations. The requirement that the source term (43) respects these
gauge symmetries gives two conservation laws,
∂jJij = 0 (44)
and
∂lS
ijl = 4J [ij] (45)
Note that eq. (44) implies
∂jJ(ij) = −∂jJ[ij] (46)
The local symmetries also enable one to set the antisymmetric part of hij equal to zero.
Thus, in what follows we use the gauge hij = hji.
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Let us write down the linearized field equations with the sources. We omit the subscript
(1) in this section. The linearized gravitational equation is
c1
(
Fji − 1
2
ηijF
)
+ ∂kFijk = Jij (47)
Note that the antisymmetric part of this equation gives
F[ij] = −
2
3α
J[ij] (48)
which is a constraint. The propagation equation is thus the symmetric part of (47), namely,
c1
(
F(ji) −
1
2
ηijF
)
+ ∂kF(ij)k = J(ij) (49)
The linearized torsion equations in the presence of source terms have the following form,
c3
(
ηik∂mF
jm − ηjk∂mF im − ∂iF jk + ∂jF ik
)
+c4
(
ηik∂mF
mj − ηjk∂mFmi − ∂iF kj + ∂jF ki
)
+2c5(η
ik∂jF − ηjk∂iF ) + 4c6εijkm∂m(ε · F ) +H ijk = 1
2
Sijk (50)
Making use of (1) and (2) one writes the source term (43) in terms of hij and the components
of the torsion. The result is
Ssource =
∫
d4x
(
2hijτ
ij +
2
3
tk[ij]S
ijk +
1
3
vjS
ij
i − 1
4
εijkma
mSijk
)
(51)
where τ ij is defined by
τ ij = J (ij) − 1
2
∂mS
m(ij) (52)
In view of eqs. (45) and (46) the source τij is conserved, as it should.
Let us also define the following combinations of the sources,
S = εijkl∂lS
ijk
and
σij = J(ij) −
α˜
α
1
2
∂mSm(ij) (53)
It is now a matter of straightforward but tedious calculation to find the solution to eqs. (47)
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and (50). The result is
hij =
1
c1
1
k2
(
τij − 1
2
ηijτ
)
− α˜
c1α
1
k2 +m2
(
σij − 1
3
ηijσ
)
(54)
vi =− 1
6α˜
(
Sij j + 8
c3
c1
ikmσ
mi
)
(55)
al =− 1
288m20c6
klS
k2 +m20
+
1
18α˜
εijkl
{
Sijk +
2(c3 − c4)
3α˜
kikmS
jkm
}
(56)
tk[ij] =
i
2α
1
k2 +m2
{
ki
(
σjk − 1
3
ηjkσ
)
− kj
(
σik − 1
3
ηikσ
)
+
kkk
m
m2
(kiσmj − kjσmi)
}
− c3 − c4
36α˜2
km(kiSjkm − kjSikm − 2kkSijm)− 1
12α˜
(ηikSjm
m − ηjkSimm)
− 1
6α˜
{Sijk + 1
2
(Sikj − Sjki)}+ ic3
3c1α˜
km(ηikσmj − ηjkσmi) (57)
where m0 is the flat limit of the mass of the pseudoscalar field (see eq. (19)),
m20 =
α˜
16c6
and m is given by (32). Plugging these expressions back into the action (this amounts to
calculating (1/2) of the source term (51)) we find the action that describes the interaction of
the sources. We write its expression omitting the terms which are ultra-local in the sources,
Sint =
∫
d4k
{
1
144α˜
S¯S
k2 +m20
+
1
c1
1
k2
τ¯ij
(
τ ij − 1
2
ηijτ
)
− α˜
αc1
1
k2 +m2
[
σ¯ij
(
σij − 1
3
ηijσ
)
+ 2
kikm
m2
σ¯ij
(
σjm − 1
3
ηjmσ
)]}
(58)
where bar denotes complex conjugation. The three terms here correspond to exchange by
massive spin-0 particle, massless spin-2 particle and massive spin-2 particle, respectively.
The latter exhibits the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov discontinuity, as is generally the case.
It is clear that with the restrictions on parameters summarized in (7), neither of the modes
is ghost or tachyon.
Of particular interest is the metric perturbation generated by the symmetric energy-
momentum tensor τij = τ(ij) coupled to metric and not directly coupled to torsion. In this
case we have Jij = σij = τij, Sijk = 0, ∂iτ
ij = 0 and the expression (54) becomes
hij =
1
c1
1
k2
(
τij − 1
2
ηijτ
)
− α˜
αc1
1
k2 +m2
(
τij − 1
3
ηijτ
)
(59)
Thus, in this case too, the interaction is mediated by both massless and massive spin-2
fields, with relative strength being a free parameter in our model. For completeness, let us
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write down the linearized connection in this case,
Aijk =− i
c1
1
k2
{
ki
(
τjk − 1
2
ηjkτ
)
− kj
(
τik − 1
2
ηikτ
)}
+
i
c1
1
k2 +m2
{
ki
(
τjk − 1
3
ηjkτ
)
− kj
(
τik − 1
3
ηikτ
)}
It is different from the Riemannian connection corresponding to the vierbein perturbation
(59) (see also the first line in (57)), which clearly shows mixing between vierbein and torsion
fields in our model.
6 Conclusions
The model discussed in this paper belongs to the class of modified gravities in the sense
that the gravitational force is mediated by both massless and massive tensor fields. Yet
the model successfully passes a non-trivial consistency check: in torsionless Einstein space
backgrounds it has no pathologies in the spectrum, at least for small enough background
curvature. Clearly, this model deserves further study.
One issue to be understood is whether the model is consistent in more general back-
grounds, including those with non-vanishing torsion. Another is whether the Vainshtein
mechanism cures the van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov problem; this issue can probably be un-
dersood in an appropriate decoupling limit, in analogy to Refs. [37, 38, 7, 8, 5]. There is one
more property of our model that may be related to the Vainshtein non-linearity. We have
seen in section 4.3 that at the linearized level in the Einstein backgrounds, the longitudinal
mode φ may become a ghost for |Wijkl| > m2, where m is the mass of the spin-2 field. For
spherical source, the Weyl tensor is of order |Wijkl| ∼ RS/r3, where r is the distance to the
source and RS is the Schwarzschild radius. Hence, the danger of a ghost occurs at
r . r3 =
(
RS
m2
)1/3
Note that r3 is the smallest of all Vainshtein radii in the Fierz–Pauli theories [37], the
generic value being
rV = r5 =
(
RS
m4
)1/5
By analogy to other known infrared modified gravities we expect that the longitudinal sector
of our model goes non-linear at least at r . r3, so the Vainshtein mechanism may cure the
potential ghost problem as well.
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The model we studied in this paper is geometrical, and its full non-linear action is
well defined. At the linearized level virtually every source produces perturbations of both
metric and torsion. Thus, it would be interesting to understand whether or not black holes
have similar property. If they do, the existence of torsionless Ricci flat solution (for zero
cosmological constant) — Schwarzchild black hole — would mean that black holes in this
model have torsion hair, and that the Birkhoff’s theorem is not valid.
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